In the process of investigating the hydrodynamical characteristics of floating and submerged ellipsoids, an integral arose of the form "/2 Jn\x cos 6)
ei') nöÄto = -f
IT Jo w/t jn(x cos e) de (x cos 0)2m
Since no reference could be found to the properties of the above integrals, we present here certain of their properties and a short table of numerical values. A more extensive table for integer values of m and n, giving values to 5S, for x = .1(.1)10.0, n = 0(1)9, and m = 0(1 )n, is on deposit in the Unpublished Mathematical Tables file. 
Here Q"_i/2 is the Legendre function of the second kind, Ei(-p) is the exponential integral, and \p is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. Since f(y) dy = -log (1 + xm) = i-log x + 0(aT1/2), IT ¿IT it follows that (9) C vê^h dy = à[log 2xW -^ *2)]+0(*~3,2)-* This foHows by substituting the asymptotic expansion of /" for large argument and intergrating term-by-term. The contribution from the second interval in (3), with ra = 0, is where K is an even integer. In the program K = 10 was the initial value, this was iteratively doubled, and the resulting values of Inm{x) compared with the previous values until the difference in all computed values of I"m(x) was less than one part in 10,000. In the range of the computations, K = 20 was sufficient to give this accuracy. For the complete tabulation with integer values of m and n, that is, for x = .1(.1)10.0, n = 0(1)9, m = 0(l)n, this method required approximately 10 minutes of computing time on the IBM 7090. However, for x ^ .7 this procedure broke down for large m, presumably owing to the very small values of the denominator. To overcome this difficulty, the series expression (2) was used, employing double-precision arithmetic to overcome the round-off error which occurred at large x. The series were truncated when the last term failed to change the sum by one part in 2~27. This method required approximately four minutes of 7090 time for the large table, and was thus more satisfactory in all respects. Comparison of the numerical results from these two methods for a; > . 7 showed complete agreement to 5S with the exception of a very few scattered differences of a unit in the fifth figure. Since the use of the series seems likely to be the more accurate of the two methods, it is felt that the final results shown in Tables 1 and 2 
